
GREATER CAIRO EXTENSIONS 

What next? 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

introduction: 

 Under present day circumstances, the question, what next? Pre-

occupies all of us,     not only  regarding Cairo, but indeed  the whole of 

Egypt. but....... 

                Greater Cairo (GCR) , 

(Cairo governorate +Giza  governorate +parts of Qualiobia governorate) 

 The capital  , the seat of political power 

 Inhabited by  25% of Egyp�ans  

 Accoun�ng  for 22.5% of GDP 

 Hosting over40% of investments and 

 49% of industrial jobs, 43%of public sector employees 

 ,40% of private sector jobs  

 over 50% of  Egypt’s health and educa�onal  facili�es  

 and  near 90% of its cultural  facili�esand  of course  Tahrier  
Square (the hub of the revolution )   

 

Thus  Cairo   is at  the heart , the centre of it all . 

It affects and is effected by all events.  

     The objective of my presentation is to 

build up some future scenarios of greater Cairo extensions under a 

number of socio-political assumptions. 

The presentation is divided into three sections   

  I-What happened? 



            here we follow up very briefly the more recent  history of 

extensions 

II-     where do we stand? 

  here we consider some key features & phenomena   of the present            

        situation           

  III- what next? 

         By  Building  up three  future scenarios 

 

      

    

I-WHAT HAPPEND? 

In trying to answer  this question briefly, we will take some glimpses  of 

Cairo extensions in the last century up to the present. 

  I will be focusing     mainly     on  three  aspects: 

-Magnitude , direction and nature  of  those extensions 

 -The roles of various parties initiating those extensions 

                Government  & public sector, private developers and  

individuals – 

Which  I believe to be of special interest to the audience from the 

 real estate  academy 

           (and touching  on some issues relevant to the socio-spatial 

distribution of inhabitants 

      .     

     

Going back to the question,        what happened? 
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Since the7th century, the beginnings of Cairo by  elaskar & elkataye 

followed by,fatemiat,ayobian and mamloki  periods ……  up to the mid 

18 century ,Extensions were initiated by  political decisions of the rulers  

and  concentrated on locations, rather than internal  planning. 

 Up to that period, Cairo,    or old Cairo,   as we call it now, 

 had a population of nearly  267000 inhabitants…… and covered an area 

of 800 hectares. Located east of the Nile and its  marches. 

Although the city had  different  quarters for the various  social groups, it 

did not show sharp segregations. 

During  the role of  Mohamed Ali Pasha between 1805-1849, 

In spite of his unprecedented  structural changes and achievements the 

city of Cairo remained  unchanged,    Apart from few and smaller 

extensions and  internal improvements (filling the lakes and marches 

and establishing  the first Azbakia  park  where hotels, cafes’ and 

theatres emerged  ) 



 The major development were introduced to Cairo by Khedive 

Ismail(1863-1879) who ordered the planning and building of an 

European  style Al Ismailia extension on    230   hectare, west of old 

Cairo, complete with infrastructure.      This actually marked the 

founding of modern Cairo with the foreign legations and upper class 

residents, department stores ,hotels,...etc  and ' ,An  Opera house. 

The  creation  of  modern Cairo

Khedive  Ismail    1863-1879

Old  Cairo

230 
hectares

1030 hectares

 

 Many important buildings were built by the Khedive  and then private 

developers , individuals and companies Followed suite   

  This area,    is now Cairo's CBD. 

This was  followed by smaller extensions,  Al Abbasseia by Khedivi Abbas 

and helwan hotel , spa , gardens and golf course.   

    On the west bank at Giza , the zoo ,and  Orman  botanic gardens were 

 founded  . 

     

By the turn of the 19th  century,  Cairo with its developed area of 1630 

Hectares…. And a  population of 800000 inhabitants, was a beautiful 

city, well planned .  



With the building of Aswan dam in  1902, the  agricultural sector 

flourished and  upper and middle classes  grew, Then came the second 

major era of  Cairo extensions,   but this time led by private foreign real-

estate development  companies,    with well thought physical and 

marketing plans,   though, without a general overview,   or plan for Cairo 

as a  whole. Those developments, or extensions were 

Heliopolis at the north, zamalek island , Garden city and Madi  

It is worth noting that  heliopolis was planned on  desert land while    

the last three developments were made possible on lands on the Nile 

banks  after the Aswan dam had  controlled floods. 

It is also to be noted that  the government  had built roads and all the 

major Nile bridges during that period.    But, Tramways and public 

transportation (buses) were   operated by private companies (Maquar 

and  Aburgiela) public utilities also were managed by private companies. 

 Those activities were   under the umbrella and control of   Cairo’s 

elected local council.  

GREATER CAIRO URBAN DEVELOPMENT

YEAR

POPULATION

Built Up Area

1800

267000

1035

1868

37500

1340

1897

761000

1765

1910

1500000

3830

1947

3120000

5915

1966

6365000

13880

1976

8227000

23240

1986

10988000

30525

1996

13467000

38930

2006

18296000

63000

2012

20900000

82230

  

For the  following 40 years very slight extensions took place in the built 

up area  with the exception  of  smaller patches of mostly  formal  land 



subdivisions . In terms of population  there was a notable increase, 

particularly in the  upper classes  and the newly formed large middle 

classes.   This increase was absorbed by individual buildings, villas and 

small apartment blocks , within  the vast developed  areas at the 

beginning of that century. 

It may be mentioned, that, Lower income classes were living either in 

the old city or in the villages surrounding   the city. 

   

Thus by the mid twentieth century , 1947, Cairo's developed land 

reached          acres with  a population of………….. 

With  predominantly  planned sectors with good infrastructure and 

transportation networks  

From the 1952 revolution and up to  1960’s, with the preoccupation of 

the country with, liberation and political and social justice issues,    little 

attention was given to urban issues. 

 However; the already prepared plan  of Elawkaf  city of         acres in Giza 

was  put into implementation by the semi public  elawkaf ,   but this time 

it was allocated to cooperative societies of professional’s syndicates,  

Predominantly middle  classes.  

Also in 1957 another major extension was inaugurated " Nasr City" with 

an area of……….acres between  Heliopolis in the north and the old city at 

the south.also intended for middle income classes and to accommodate 

a number of ministries and  government buildings.  

. 

In the early 1960's a massive location of large industrial enterprises 

south of Cairo, in Helwan and north  in shubra elkhema  were 

established and were naturally coupled with  an  accelerating rate  of  

population growth , due  mainly to a high wave of immigrants  to Cairo 

and an  increase in birth rates,  



 Without a  proportionate  increase of supply of serviced land for the 

lower income classes. Moreover the country was preoccupied withthe 

wars  of 1969-1973,  informal areas started to exist and expand quickly. 

This trend  has continued up to the signature of the peace treaty  with 

Israel  in 1981 

With the new spirit ,The following   decade  1980-1990 witnessed the 

creation of  the “new communities Authority which launched  its  

ambitious new cities programme around  Cairo, the tenth of Ramadan 

followed by 6th of October, Elsadat  and lastly Badr cities.    later the 

satalite cities  of 15 th of may at Helwan  and elobour ci�es.          

.  For the following 5 years large amount of investments  were poured in 

those 3 satellite cities and the earlier 4 new ci�es There were reasonable 

industrial development in the 6 se�lements due to tax incen�ves , 

however population was almost nil as residential plots were sold to 

middle and high income groups who can afford it and tend to speculate 

on it. 

 

By that �me (1982) NUPS study was completed, and during that period 

,the sprawl of large informal settlements around Cairo reached 

unexpected levels . A new greater Cairo master plan was drafted 

proposing 10 small new, totally residential settlements around Cairo, 

intended solely for low-income groups with the objective of reducing the 



rate of informal sprawl on scarce agricultural lands .( they started in 

1986 –1990). 

 

 This proposal was hastily dropped in favour of upper middle classes 

and” al kaher al gadida- new Cairo” where the present AUC campus is 

located was born  and also  Sheikh Zayed,  neighbouring  6th of October 

and elshorouk . Followed by very extensive  expansions  to all the new 

cities and satelites. Even more , huge areas of land east of new Cairo 

were allocated to private and semi public  sector developers, Madienety, 

8000 acres ,Elmostaqbal with its 10000 acres  for the Arab contractors( 

to rectify its financial structure) and another 10000 acres for Heliopolis 

and Madinet Nasr companies  as compensation forparts of their lands  

used by Cairo Airport extensions. 

 

 It may also be noticed that un-planned developments 
occurred, both public and private ,in the areas between 
most new towns and existing inhabited land and near by 
cities . 

 

With  the large invasion of informal areas in the last three years, the 

developed  and allocated urban areas reached                 acres by the end 

of  2012  with a population of  20 millions. With a host of interlocking  

problems . 
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   we now come to the question  where do we stand now? Which 

constitutes  the second part of  the presentation.  

 

 

 



II-     where  do we stand? 

     We shall answer part of that question  By looking at  

some key features & phenomena   of the present  situation. 

       

a-The rural and informal population is increasing at a much  higher rate 
than the total population rate and that of the new cities: 

b  the area of GCR   is extending at a much higher rate than the 
population growth rates: 

c-Vacant  and closed units: 

d- informal areas 

e –Gated communities 

f-The latent capacity in new cities  to accommodate population: 

g-unbalanced  socio-spatial  distribution 

 

.  

sing at a higher rate The rural and informal population is increa-a-II

: new cities the total population and that of thethan 

  theextending at a much higher rate than is GCR  the area of b-II

: ratespopulation growth 



1800 1868 1897 1920 1947 1966 1976 1986 1996 2006 2012

population- in    thousands 267 375 791 1500 3120 6365 8227 10988 13467 18296 20900

built up area in hectares 1035 1340 1765 3830 5915 13880 23240 30525 38930 63000 82230
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A- The area of GCR  is extending at a much higher rate than the      

population growth rates

 

The first Diagram    shows the  absolute figures of change  And  the 

second diagram shows  the rates of change  divided between the urban  

/rural and informal/new cities 

 

This phenomena could be mostly explained by  looking at the following,  

and  even more astonishing phenomena. 

 

 

: unitsVacant  and closed-c-II 

The 1986 census revealed that there are over half a million unoccupied 

dwelling units in GCR , of the total housing stock of  2.3 million. That is  

26% of it. 

By 1969, the unoccupied units jumped to over one million (1.200.0000) 

units. That is about 30% of the stock. Another jump appeared in 2006 

census as the unoccupied  dwelling units reached 2.5 million .which is 

about  35 % of the housing stock. 



B- Cairo unoccupied housing units

1986 1996 2006

GCR  total housing units 3300000 4692000 7285000

number  of closed units 168000 366000 637500

number of vacant units 392000 854000 1912500

total  number of unoccupied units 560000 1220000 2550000

%  of  unoccupied units 
to total stock 17% 35%26%
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The 2006 census had divided the unoccupied dwellings into: 

Closed units: whose residents either have a second home or living 

abroad, and that group is about 25% of the unoccupied units 

Vacant units :are Those finished units , but  have not been occupied yet 

and form the remaining 75% of the unoccupied dwellings . 

What is even more surprising,  is that the phenomena exists almost 

equally in informal and formal  areas .      

The Urban observatory,  managed by the Ministry of housing/UNDP 

have conducted a limited survey  in  2010 which showed 

that the reasons behind leaving  dwelling units vacant are  the same in 

both types of areas. and these are: 

  i-for future investment (to curb against inflation) 

ii- for future use 

iii- or because of low rent (in areas of old controlled rents) 



In the same  survey,        When asked    why not put the unit for rent  for 

a limited period? Answers  reflected a mistrust  in the ability to evict 

tenants when they need to. 

There are of course  a number of units which are put for sale but their 

owners do not get the  prices they aske  for. 

It is worth noting that if only 4-5%   of the vacant units are  released 

annually  for rent . Their number will be sufficient to meet the current 

housing demand as estimated  by the ministry of housing (99500 units in 

GCR for the year 2024) as well as the future housing demand (over 10 

Years) 

 informal areas-d-II 

GROWTH OF INFORMAL AREAS   1950   -2000

19501977

200019912012

 

The informal sprawl over   agricultural land  in GCR, has  been increasing 

 by an alarming  accelerating rate,  till it now reached,  frightening levels. 

2007 estimates, indicate,   that  the  number of  inhabitants in informal 

areas in GCR  were 6.1 millions, that is, almost  30% of the total 

population. 

More over Cairo’s informal population accounted for about  41% of all 

Egyptian informal areas. More alarming is the fact that the areas  



covered by informal  developments has been increasing  at a much 

higher rate  than the rate of increase of their   population.        S 

This is more so in the last three years due to the nonexistence  of control 

 on  extensions of those informal areas .That is seizing that opportunity  

which –in their opinion – may not come again. 

It is estimated by The Informal  areas Development Fund that those  

areas have reached  60% of  the built up area of  GCR, excluding new 

communities . 

Which is about  30% of  the total area including  new communities.  

1996 2006 2013

% OF GCR population 
in informal area

30 33 38

% of total  GCR area 
considere informal
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Gated communities– e-II 

In  contrast,  to the informal sprawl there  has  been  a wide spread   

development of  what is called gated communities. It started in 1991 

and   increased steadily up to 2013, where they reached a total of  193 

communities  covering  an area of 35700 acres in  the new cities. 

 The majority are in the cities of:  6th of October and New Cairo. The 

magnitude of this phenomena  could be seen on the map  where  their  



total areas accounted  for44%    % of all developed housing  lands in the 

city  of 6th of October and Sheik Zayed, and 68 %  of the developed  

housing lands in New Cairo 

63 compounds       area 12749  acres      44% of housing area

D –Gated communities-
in West Cairo    - 6th October & Zayed cities

 

New Cairo     103 compounds       area 21748  acres      68% of housing area
El shorouk        17 compounds        area  732     acres     16%  of housing area

D –Gated communities-
in East Cairo

. 

According to a recent study demand flourished on that type of  

compounds    for one or more of the three following reasons: life- style 

,prestige and security.  



Un authorized  gated communities  around desert roads: 

This phenomena  is most obvious on Cairo-Alex  desert road, where 

unauthorized change of use of newly  reclaimed agricultural  land has 

occurred.  By 2010 the number of new housing   compounds intended 

for  high income groups  reached.........,covering an area of............          

17

Extension of  gated communities at 
Cairo- Alex desert road
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:The latent capacity in new cities  to accommodate population-e-II 

A 2012  GOPP study of East  Cairo (see map)- including all new 

communities public and private-, if partially developed, could 

accommodate  an additional 6 million inhabitants and their services by 

2027 and an  additional 2 millions  by 2050.(see table) 



populationmaximum capacity 2050
20062010maximum2027

new cairo122.339500.0002.600.0003.200.000
alshorouk22.570100.000445.000650.000

badr city17.15835.000280.000380.000

Alabour43.600165.000300.000393.411
10th of Ramadan125.920260.0002.100.0002.160.000

Total of new cities331.5871.060.0005.735.0006.428.000

Al mostaqbal-arab contractors00200.000600.000

Madienaty-talat mostafa00240.000360.000
New \heliopolis00130.000195.000

Heliopark0020.00095.000
Stella heliopolis0025.00050.000

Total  private  cities615.0001.300.000

Nasr city577.514653.746977.7311.00.916

Almoqatam239.459324.723686.7141.176.467
Alsalam(cairo governorate)440.444469.869594.924764.116

Al nahda(cairo governorate)108.014115.23145.898187.391

Alhagana informal area59.481106.119304.331572.500

Cairo governorate1.425.0021.669.6872.709.5983.702.390

total 0ther60.60966.015438.992720.079

Total East Cairo1.817.1982.795.7029.498.59012.150.469

Estimates of East Cairo population capacity(GOPP)

E  -The latent capacity in new cities to accommodate  population-

2027      Capacity to accommodate 6  million inhabitants, 
more  by 10   % than  the projected  total  for GCR

 

This figures indicates that the existing  allocated areas in eastern Cairo, if 

partially, (70 %) developed is capable alone to  accommodate  all the 

projected increase in GCR population Up to 2027 and beyond. On the 

assumption that the developments are readjusted  and balanced  to 

meet  the demands of the various projected socio economic  groups.  

 

istributionspatial  d-unbalanced  socio-g  

 

the  2012  GOPP study of East  Cairo referred to in the last paragraph , 

 shows the  currently imbalanced socio-spatial  composition of  each ofا

the principle cities in east Cairo .( as  shown in the following diagrams). 

The study has proposedmeans to achieve balanced development (see 

map of 10th of Ramadan modified extensions). 



Al abour Nasr city ……etc

Badr city

Low income 
24%

Middle income
29%

Upper middle 32%

Upper  income 15%

Total east Cairo

F -Unbalanced socio-economic groups in east Cairo

New cairoAlshourouk

10th of Ramadan

Madienaty-almostaqbal..etc

  

If we look at Cairo map from that perspective  the   socio- spatial  

separation and imbalance is quite obvious 

G- Socio-spatial  imbalance and  segregation

  

Now we come to the third and final  section of this presentation 

 

? What next–III  



As I have mentioned in the beginning of my presentation,     answering 

that question in respect to GCR extensions depends on our expectations 

of national:   

 political and security situations 

   Expected economic  environment 

 Strength of  Government and its decisions and 

   Reactions of  Private sector  developers and  public  responses 

   We have developed three  sets of assumptions  regarding those issues  

and  for each  a  scenario of possible actions of each party is drawn and 

the final impact on the urban scene and extensions of GCR is suggested. 

 

 

 

  

 Scenarios   for GREATER CAIRO EXTENSIONS   

III    II SCENARIO  I ASSUMPTIONS 
Extended 

transitional 
period 

medium Highly stable Political 

&security 

depression Medium 
growth  rate 

Medium growth  
rate-   
 Progress  on 
initiating new 
national  growth 
poles 

Economy 

    
 

 

 



 

PROBABLE    ACTIONS  
 

ISSUES 

No actions Partial 
success-2% 

Successful  actions 
to release  6-7% 
annually 

Vacant 
dwellings 

Very slow formal  
developments 

Medium rate 
of 
densification 

Incentives to 
accelerate 
development &  
densification  

Accelerating  
developments in 
existing cities 

Leaving  informal 
 developments 
to extend (both 
for low income 
&high end gated 
 communities 

Allowing  
planned 
extensions 

Allowing limited 
extensions &  
more socially 
balanced 
developments in 
new cities  

Informal areas 
& social 
pressures   

Relaxing  change 
of use  controls 
on newly 
reclaimed 
agricultural land 

Implementing 
existing 
proposed 
plans(GOPP) 

Within planned 
and existing  cities 

Developers  
demand and 
pressures 

Trying to please 
every body 

Back  to 
business as 
usual 

Structural  
changes 

 

LARGE 
INFORMAL 
EXTENSIONS 

LARGE  
PLANNED 
EXTENSIONS 

VERY LIMITED 
EXTENSIONS 

IMPACT ON  
GCR 
EXTENSIONS 

 

 



issues  of  the extension scenarios

Under Each scenario  we shall explore
Expected GOVERNMENT  POLICIES   &  PRIVATE  SECTOR  RESPONSES 

towards the following  four  issues

Actions regarding the issue of  unoccupied dwellings

Ability to  influence  rate  of  development  of  allocated 
land in new cities and  its socio-spatial structure 

Handling  the  issues of informal  areas

Demands  of Developers'  and  higher income  groups’

GREATER CAIRO …… SCENARIO 1

Vacant dwellings Successful  actions to release  6-7% annually

Accelerating  developments in existing cities Incentives to accelerate development &  densification 

Informal  areas & social pressures Allowing limited extensions &

more socially balanced developments in new cities 

Developers  demand and pressures Within planned and existing  cities

 

 

 



GREATER CAIRO …… SCENARIO 2

Vacant dwellings Partial success-2%

Accelerating  developments in existing cities Medium rate of densification

Informal  areas & social pressures  Allowing  planned extensions

Developers  demand and  financial pressures Implementing existing proposed  plans and 

newextenions(GOPP)

 

 

 

GREATER CAIRO …… SCENARIO 2

Vacant dwellings Partial success-2%

Accelerating  developments in existing cities Medium rate of densification

Informal  areas & social pressures  Allowing  planned extensions

Developers  demand and  financial pressures Implementing existing proposed  plans and 

newextenions(GOPP)

 

 

 



GREATER CAIRO …… SCENARIO 3

Vacant dwellings No actions

Accelerating  developments in existing cities Very slow formal  developments

Informal  areas & social pressures Leaving  informal  developments to extend 

(both for low income &high end gated  communities

Developers  demand and pressures Relaxing  change of use  controls on 

newly reclaimed agricultural land

 

 

The  summing up  
THIRD  ScenarioScenario SECONDFIRST  ScenarioASSUMPTION

S

Extended transitional 

period

moderateHighly stablePolitical 

&security

depressionmoderate growth  ratemoderate growth  rate economy

25 millions26 millions24 millions2027 

population

LARGE INFORMAL 

EXTENSIONS

LARGE  PLANNED 

EXTENSIONS

VERY LIMITED PLANNED 

EXTENSIONS

IMPACT ON  

GCR 

EXTENSIONS

Very   efficient
Manageable city

Very  costly to 
implement  & manage

High social costs
Difficult to manage

 

 

 

 

 

 


